Seeds by Design, the name says it all...we are the first production
company in the US to offer such a diverse line of vegetable and herb
seeds from heirlooms to hybrids, suited for the commercial grower to
the home garden trade. We offer more heirloom varieties than any
other production company as well as our own line of hybrids,
including peppers, tomatoes and vine seeds.

PEPPER HIGHLIGHTS

Pepper Dragon Cayenne F1

Pepper Sandoval F1

Pepper Sweet Basket F1

Pepper Muscato F1

A culinary delight pepper for the
home garden and kitchen garden.
Matures in 70 to 75 days from transplant. Well suited for southern climates with lots of heat and growing
season. Beautiful fall season display
is a bonus. These hot beauties are
perfect for any spicy cooking. Can
be used for both fresh and dried chilies. Sturdy plant provide wonderful
cover for these bright red upright,
fiery finger 1-2 inch pods.

Sixty five days to maturity Serrano
hybrid. Large plants bears small
cylindrical jalapeno shaped, smooth
fruit, up to two inches long, medium thick walls, turns from green to
red, very pungent, fresh market and
pickling.

Sixty days to maturity. Compact,
prolific upright plants, with an abundance of one inch slightly flattened
cherry shaped fruits, deep green to
dark red, sweet fruit used mostly for
pickling.

75 days to maturity – Blocky 5 x
4 in. diameter fruits, very thick
walls, mostly 4 lobed, dark green to
orange, pendant, vigorous 24 inch
plants with thick stems, ever bearing
plants hold up well, Tobacco Mosaic
resistant, heavy yielder, widely
adapted, developed for both fresh
market and processing.

Pepper Malbac

Pepper Geronimo

Pepper Sauvignon Blanc F1

Pepper Thai Super Chili F1

Early maturing in just 60 days.
Upright prolific plants produce, 6
inch taped hot peppers, with a blunt
point, thick waxy flesh. There are
pale green, yellow, orange and red
colored fruits on every plant.

70 days. Early maturity and widely
adaptable green to large yellow blocky bell. Excellent shape with thick
walls and good weight. TMV &
BST resistant. Fruit measure 5 x 4.5
inches. Compare to Heavyweight.

65-70 days to maturity. Upright
clusters of 1.5 to 2 inch inch hot
peppers, matures red, compact plant
to 18 inch, beautiful foliage, and
bears abundantly. Thai Dragon type
pepper, excellent for Asian dishes.

Large almost square 5inch fruits,
with thick, very sweet mild flesh.
Dark green fruit mature to bright
cherry red. Early high quality
peppers are ideal quality for both
market and home gardens.

Growers on the cutting edge of today‘s market trends ask for Seeds by Design
when looking for Organic, Heirloom or Hybrid vegetable seeds.
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